1. Critical moments in X-ray history {#sec0005}
====================================

X-ray imaging has made tremendous strides since its inception and has been widely deployed. However, during the long and successful history of x-ray imaging, certain limitations have persisted for more than a century. The first is that x-ray absorption-based images require placement of the x-ray detector opposite from the source. This can limit the applications of x-ray imaging in contexts where it is difficult to place a detector in the direct path of x-ray photons, for example, in the case of imaging large objects such as bridges or pavement. The second limitation is that ionizing radiation is in and of itself a carcinogen. As a result, x-ray applications in medical contexts must be balanced with the risk of large radiation doses applied to healthy tissues; in x-ray imaging, the minimization of radiation dose must be simultaneously balanced with the need to obtain high-quality images. In recent years, a novel x-ray imaging modality, x-ray induced acoustic computed tomography (XACT), has been emerging to overcome these limitations of conventional x-ray imaging. In this section we review the position of XACT relative to historical milestones in x-ray imaging.

As an X-ray imaging modality, XACT is best placed in context by briefly reviewing the history of X-ray research ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}). X-ray imaging has featured a wealth of research in the past ∼130 years. With its discovery in 1895 \[[@bib0005]\], a high level of interest in x-rays led to Wilhelm Roentgen being awarded the very first Nobel Prize in 1901. In 1913, following the development of the Coolidge tube \[[@bib0010]\], a wide variety of x-ray applications were explored and realized by the scientific community. One of the most crucial breakthroughs in x-ray imaging, however, did not arrive until almost 60 years afterwards, when the work of Allan McLeod Cormack and Godfrey Hounsfield \[[@bib0015], [@bib0020], [@bib0025], [@bib0030]\] led to the development of computed tomography (CT). Employing the mathematics of the Radon transform to generate 2D slice-by-slice images of any part of the human body, the CT scan was awarded the 1979 Nobel Prize in Physiology and Medicine ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 1Timeline of X-ray Imaging, discoveries in physics have enabled applications in medicine and NDT, typically on the time-scale of decades. XACT is now in a similar position following the detection of XA signals in 1991.Fig. 1

In 1983, the first acoustic signal generated by x-rays was demonstrated from a synchrotronic source \[[@bib0035]\]. It was hypothesized that the acoustic source could emanate from a depth determined by the x-ray energy and the properties of the material itself. It was therefore suggested that x-ray generated ultrasound could provide information about the internal properties of materials. This was an important development towards addressing limitations of conventional x-ray imaging as x-ray induced ultrasound propagated in 3D, and so a detector did not necessarily have to be in the path of the x-ray photons. Additionally, as only a short-pulsed x-ray was required for the imaging, X-ray induced ultrasound had the potential to enable imaging with lower dose depositions as compared to conventional x-ray imaging.

Acoustic emission was also observed from a therapeutic x-ray source in 1991 \[[@bib0040]\], using an x-ray source, water absorber, and transducer arranged in such a way that an x-ray beam propagated perpendicular to the transducer head. Ultrasonic emissions were observed from the beam edges, with arrival times corresponding to the distance from the beam and the transducer. A 3400cGy corrected dose could produce a detectable signal 130 mm away from the beam. These experiments demonstrated that X-ray induced acoustic (XA) waves could be generated in clinical settings and showed that these XA waves could in turn encode information regarding the interaction of the absorbed x-rays with matter.

After initial work in the field in the 1980s and early 1990s, little research was done until 2013 when interest was rejuvenated, spurred on by technological advances in ultrasound transducers and the increasing complexity of pulsed X-ray sources. For the first time, x-ray induced acoustic signal has been used for tomographic imaging \[[@bib0045], [@bib0050], [@bib0055], [@bib0060]\]. It was shown that short-pulsed 10 MV x-ray beams with dose rates of 30 Gy/min could generate acoustic signals that were detectable by a 500 kHz central frequency transducer driven by a computer-controlled step motor for scanning to achieve 2D imaging. A linear relationship between dose and the XA signal was also established and opens the possibility for its application of XACT imaging in radiation therapy monitoring. As this and many other new applications continue to be discovered, XACT continues to show potential in both non-destructive testing and medicine.

2. The X-ray induced acoustic effect {#sec0010}
====================================

The mechanism through which X-rays can generate ultrasound is through photon-electron interactions ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}a). X-rays incident on the sample excite inner-shell electrons to generate photoelectrons, Auger electrons, or electromagnetic radiation in the form of fluorescence. All three of these in turn impart thermal energy into the sample as fluorescence reabsorption, Auger electron absorption, and photoelectron absorption. Additionally, Compton scattering is also a major mechanism of energy deposition into the sample, and it is possible that Compton processes play a major role in x-ray energy deposition \[[@bib0065]\], however the exact details of the heat deposition mechanism from x-rays is not yet known. Nevertheless, these processes ultimately result in excited electrons depositing kinetic energy into the sample through electron-phonon interactions. This energy establishes as a small (mK) temperature rise in the sample, causing subsequent thermoelastic expansion and the emission of an acoustic wave in the ultrasound frequency range \[[@bib0040],[@bib0070], [@bib0075], [@bib0080], [@bib0085]\]. The X-ray induced Acoustic effect is a thermoacoustic phenomenon primarily governed by the following wave equation.$$\left( {\nabla^{2} - \frac{1}{v_{s}^{2}}\frac{\partial^{2}}{\partial t^{2}}} \right)p\left( {\overset{\rightarrow}{r},t} \right) = - \frac{\text{β}}{C_{p}}\frac{\partial H\left( {\overset{\rightarrow}{r},t} \right)}{\partial t}$$Where $\, p$ is the pressure as a function of position ($\overset{\rightarrow}{r})$ and time ($t)$, $v_{s}$ is the speed of sound in the medium, $\beta$ is the coefficient of volume expansion, $C_{p}$ is the specific heat capacity at constant pressure, and $H$ is the heating function as a function of position and time (i.e. the absorbed power density). The heating function is typically known and is dependent primarily on the geometry of sample irradiation, whereas the pressure is typically unknown. The equation is driven by the first temporal derivative of the heating function itself, and therefore, time-invariant heating will not produce an XA signal.Fig. 2Physics behind XACT. a) Electron interactions that lead to the production of XA signals, showing the role of photo elections, Auger elections, and Fluorescence processes. b) 3D acoustic fields are generated from ultra-short pulsed x-rays c) The generated acoustic field propagates in 3D. Figure reprinted with permission from Xiang et al. \[[@bib0090]\].Fig. 2

The heating, and therefore the irradiation, of the sample must be time-variant, ideally rapidly changing to maximize the derivative. It is for this reason that XACT systems and thermoacoustic systems employ pulsed excitation. The pressure wave produced in XACT travels in 3D from the point of excitation, and therefore can be detected by a 3D detector array ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}b,c).

To generate a strong acoustic signal, pressure must build up in the sample faster than it can propagate away for the duration of the acoustic excitation. This condition is known as stress confinement and it is met so long as the duration of the x-ray pulse, $t_{L}$ is sufficiently small such that $t_{L} < \frac{d_{c}}{v_{s}}$ where $d_{c}$ is the characteristic length of heat heterogeneity in the sample (typically this is the desired resolution).^14^ The initial pressure generated in the sample from an x-ray pulse depends on the dimensionless Grünesian parameter, $\text{Γ}$, of the sample at a given point, as well as the x-ray volumetric energy absorption (defined as energy absorbed per unit volume), $A,$ of said sample. The initial pressure for a delta function excitation can then be written as \[[@bib0095]\]$$p_{0} = \text{Γ}A$$

$A$ is linked to the heating function through the integral relationship $A(\overset{\rightarrow}{r}) = {\int{H\left( {\overset{\rightarrow}{r},t} \right)\text{d}t}}$ \[[@bib0100]\]. The volumetric energy deposition can be expressed as the product of the fluence, F, and the x-ray energy absorption coefficient, $\mu$. The absorption coefficient and fluence can also be described in terms of the thermal efficiency (defined as the percentage of absorbed energy converted into heat), $\eta_{th}$, and the dose per pulse, D (defined as energy incident per unit mass). Then, Eq. [2](#sec0010){ref-type="sec"} can be expressed in the following two forms \[[@bib0105]\]$$p_{0} = \text{Γ}\mu F = \text{Γ}\eta_{th}\rho D$$Where $\tau_{p}$ is the x-ray pulse duration, $\rho$ is the mass density. It can be seen from Eq. [3](#sec0015){ref-type="sec"} that the XA signal is directly proportional to the absorption coefficient of x-ray energy, the deposited dose into the sample, as well as the mass density of the sample. This is one of the key physical properties of the XA signal that make it suited for a wide range of applications in biomedicine and NDT; contrast mechanisms of conventional x-ray imaging are retained, and the contrast information is encoded in a pressure wave that conveniently propagates at non-relativistic speeds in three dimensions. The physical characteristics of the XA signal continue to be a guiding mechanism through which additional applications of XACT can be explored going forward.

3. Applications {#sec0015}
===============

3.1. Biomedical imaging {#sec0020}
-----------------------

Biomedical applications of XACT range from diagnostic imaging in contexts such as conventional CT scans, and radiation oncology applications regarding therapy monitoring and radiation field characterization. The outlook of XACT in biomedical imaging is promising, as researchers work towards realizing a real-time *in-vivo* clinical XACT imaging system for therapy monitoring and imaging. In this section we present some of the key research directions of XACT in this biomedical imaging.

One of the first proposed applications of the XA effect is its potential employment in dosimetry and radiation therapy monitoring \[[@bib0050]\]. The XA signal is directly proportional to the energy deposited into the sample, and therefore, proportional to the radiation dose deposited in the sample \[[@bib0070],[@bib0110],[@bib0115]\]. This feature allows for XACT to yield real-time dosimetry information that can assist in radiation therapy monitoring and planning. End-to end simulation workflows can model XACT's use for dosimetry and be validated with empirical study to optimize experimental parameters \[[@bib0120],[@bib0125]\]. The already commonplace employment of Monte Carlo and treatment planning simulations in radiation therapy needs only to be coupled with additional simulations to model acoustic propagation. Since the initial pressure of the XA signal is directly proportional to the beam energy, the output of Monte Carlo Simulations and treatment planning can be directly used as the input to acoustic models \[[@bib0120], [@bib0125], [@bib0130]\]. Experimental set-ups for XACT based dosimetry typically consist of a clinical Linac x-ray system for treatment, and a transducer. The transducer is placed near the beam and around the sample for acoustic detection ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}a). The detectors are acoustically coupled to the sample and placed close enough to the beam (without impeding it) such that acoustic attenuation is not a concern \[[@bib0090],[@bib0135], [@bib0140], [@bib0145], [@bib0150], [@bib0155]\]. A pulse duration on the order of $\mu s$, as is commonplace with Linac's, will generate a million times weaker signal than a pulse of comparable energy lasting on the order of ns.Fig. 3a) Schematic of XACT, an x-ray source is directed to a sample and the subsequent XA signal is detected by a nearby transducer, the data is amplified and sent to a computer for processing. b) 3D breast volume rendering from segmentation results of 487 breast CT slices. c) 3D breast XACT volume showing the μCa cluster. d) show the XACT image of the location of the beam overlapped with an ultrasonic image of a liver with a square of fat simulating a tumour. e) An experimental XACT image of a primary beam of a LINAC at 10 cm depth. [Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"} reprinted with permission from Robertson et al. Figures b,c reprinted with permission from Tang et al \[[@bib0160]\]. with the permission of AIP Publishing. Figure d reprinted with permission from Lei et al \[[@bib0165]\]. Figure e reprinted with permission from Hickling et al \[[@bib0170]\].Fig. 3

Nanosecond x-ray pulses are orders of magnitude more efficient at converting x-ray energy into an acoustic signal than microsecond pulsed used in Linacs \[[@bib0090],[@bib0135], [@bib0140], [@bib0145], [@bib0150], [@bib0155]\]. Nevertheless, Linacs, having substantially higher energies than typically used nanosecond x-ray sources, have been repeatedly shown to produce detectable signals that have been confirmed to be proportional to x-ray dose \[[@bib0045],[@bib0070],[@bib0110],[@bib0115],[@bib0130],[@bib0170], [@bib0175], [@bib0180], [@bib0185], [@bib0190], [@bib0195]\]. Whereas early experiments on XACT typically involved the imaging of inorganic materials or those with high atomic number, more recently XACT signals have been detected from water \[[@bib0170]\]. Additionally, it was shown that XACT signals could be used in order to reconstruct dose distributions in water ([Figs. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}e). XACT signals have also been detected in a real biological sample of veal liver ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}d). thereby providing experimental support for clinical translation of XACT \[[@bib0105]\]. Relative dose maps were well quantified in XACT, demonstrating both XACT's potential for dosimetry while providing an example of how XACT could be used for beam characterization. As clinical Linacs have been found to generate sufficiently large dose dependent XA signals, the implementation of clinical XACT dosimetry need not involve drastic changes to the radiation therapy process. The only required additions to clinical radiation therapy set-ups are an ultrasound transducer and a coupling medium. The radiation therapy procedure is otherwise unchanged, and so the adoption of XACT dosimetry in clinic does not require complicated additional steps beyond what is already practiced in clinical settings.

Another application for XACT is radiological imaging. XACT imaging has been used to image Gold fiducial markers (GFMs) with promising results for clinical translation potential \[[@bib0090]\]. GFMs are regularly employed in the clinic to better visualize and pinpoint the location of tumour tissue and register different imaging modalities \[[@bib0200], [@bib0205], [@bib0210]\], additionally, GFMs produce a strong XACT signal as compared to the background in biological samples. Therefore, high-resolution imaging of GFMs is an important research goal for clinical XACT. XACT imaging of GFMs showed resolutions as high as 0.35 mm in a prototype system, thereby demonstrating XACT's potential for high-resolution imaging comparable to micro-CT \[[@bib0090]\]. However, higher ultrasound resolutions are associated with higher ultrasound frequencies; high-resolution XACT imaging demands that the XA signal have high-frequency components present corresponding to the desired resolution. As higher thermoacoustic frequencies can be generated with shorter x-ray pulse durations, shortening the x-ray pulse can improve the resolution of XACT imaging. This is with the caveat that the bandwidth of the detecting transducer must by sufficiently high to detect generated signals, as signals with higher frequencies than the transducer bandwidth will not be detectable.

A major potential application of XACT is in mammography. XACT has the potential to address several issues facing x-ray based mammographic techniques. A common problem in the mammography of dense breasts remains that sensitivity decreases due to large tissue overlap, which manifests on the 2D mammographic image \[[@bib0215],[@bib0220]\]. Therefore, 3D imaging is desirable in order to properly detect breast lesions early in these cases. Tang et al. proposed and simulated XACT imaging of the breast to classify microcalcifications, which can be a sign of early cancers in mammograms. The simulated x-ray source characteristics were 20 keV x-ray photon energy, an incident fluence of $5.81\mu\text{J}/{\text{c}\text{m}}^{2},$ and 60 ns pulse duration. Since XACT can be performed in 3D with a cup detector around the breast, the problem of tissue overlap present in dense breast mammography can be overcome via XACT implementation for breast imaging. While this can also be done with a dedicated breast CT or two-view mammography, XACT features a reduction in radiation dose as compared to either of these two modalities \[[@bib0160]\]. Simulation results of XACT breast imaging have been promising. Imaging a 100 $\mu$ m diameter breast calcification in a 16 cm diameter breast phantom ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}b and 3c) was shown to result in a dose exposure as little as 0.36 mGy. For comparison, the average dose exposures of two-view digital mammography and screen-film mammography are 3.7 and 4.7 mGy, respectively \[[@bib0225]\]. This is a substantially lower dose (1/10th) than is typically delivered from mammography \[[@bib0160]\]. Additionally, lower pulse-widths generate higher frequencies, and therefore further dose reduction in XACT has the potential to yield both improved signal generation efficiency, as well as improve signal resolution. The noise equivalent pressure of this procedure was determined to be 1.65 mPa to ensure a signal to noise ratio of at least 4. The high-resolution imaging at low doses with high sensitivity bodes well for the future of XACT employment in breast imaging.

The biomedical applications of XACT include both biomedical imaging and radiation oncology through the introduction of high-resolution imaging techniques at low doses relative to CT imaging, and real-time monitoring of dose deposition in the body during radiation therapy for cancers. XACT has shown its potential towards imaging breast microcalcifications, gold fiducial markers, and dose depositions during radiation therapy. Through its versatile contrast mechanisms and fast imaging capabilities, the future of biomedical XACT is promising. The next step in biomedical XACT is its translation towards clinical practice.

3.2. Non-destructive testing {#sec0025}
----------------------------

In recent years, XACT has found expanding applications outside of the context of biomedical imaging. Whereas the original imagined use of XACT was for the analysis of biomedical structures, XACT can be extended towards various other contexts in which x-rays are typically used for assessment. One such direction is non-destructive testing (NDT) of both infrastructure and vehicles in industrial radiography. XACT has a unique advantage in these contexts as it requires access to only a single side of the sample. The primary methods through which general NDT of concrete is performed include electromagnetic techniques \[[@bib0230],[@bib0235]\], stress wave techniques \[[@bib0240], [@bib0245], [@bib0250], [@bib0255], [@bib0260], [@bib0265], [@bib0270], [@bib0275], [@bib0280]\], radiography \[[@bib0285],[@bib0290]\], and CT \[[@bib0295], [@bib0300], [@bib0305]\]. While all of these are applicable to concrete, all of them have some key limitations, such that XACT is uniquely poised to fill a role in NDT that other imaging modalities are not sufficient to do. Electromagnetic techniques require careful optimization for desired applications to maintain high imaging resolutions at appropriate depths, the same is true of acoustic techniques due to frequency attenuation, subsequently the resolution of both techniques is typically poor compared to x-ray modalities. CT and radiography offer superior resolution to either of these techniques. However, these x-ray modalities require placement of the x-ray detector in the path of incident x-rays, and so are not possible having access to only a single side of an object as is the case with acoustic and electromagnetic techniques. XACT, in contrast, can obtain resolutions comparably to CT and radiography while simultaneously offering convenient single side access offered by electromagnetic techniques. In this section we examine the potential of XACT for NDT applications.

The first study examining XACT's potential for NDT was relatively recent \[[@bib0310]\], but has nevertheless opened up a new application of XA signals for imaging. Aging and deteriorating infrastructure is a large problem in modern civil engineering, affecting power plants, bridges, roads, ports, airports, and buildings \[[@bib0315], [@bib0320], [@bib0325]\].

The assessment of these components often requires on-site measurements in order to estimate structure parameters such as integrity, quality, strength, and remaining lifetime. As XA signals propagate in all directions, XACT imaging of infrastructure requires only access to a single side. Signals originating from defects propagate right back toward the direction of the x-ray source. Here, they can be detected by a transducer and used to reconstruct an x-ray image using only single-side access, a schematic of this process is shown in [Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}a. This procedure is well modelled with the use of a numerical acoustic propagation model, which have previously been designed and implemented to simulate sub-pavement defect detection by a 3 MeV or 20 MeV x-ray photon energy source, with width of 30 cm, beam thickness of 1 mm, photon number of $10^{9}$, and pulse duration of $20\mu\text{s}$ \[[@bib0310]\]. The resultant initial pressure from this procedure is shown in [Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}b after modelling pavement parameters and adding artificial defects. The presence of a linear transducer array was simulated, and the images were reconstructed to assess XACT potential for defect imaging. The result ([Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}c) shows that defects could be well imaged up to an imaging depth of 30 cm with center frequency of 150 kHz and 100 % bandwidth of transducers.Fig. 4XACT for NDT, demonstrating that pavement and rebar defects can be imaged. a) Schematic of XACT in this study b) initial pressure rise in the model, a linear transducer is along the top of the figure c) reconstructed XACT image of b, showing potential for sub-pavement defect detection and localization d) model for a cross section of a 30 cm concrete beam with embedded rebars, the top left rebar has a defect while the other three are healthy e) an enlarged view of the defected rebar f) the reconstructed enlarged view of e in simulation, showing the potential of XACT for rebar localization and sub-millimeter defect detection. Figure reproduced with permission from Tang et al \[[@bib0310]\].Fig. 4

Simulations were also done of XACT imaging of the cross section of a 30 cm concrete bar with 4 rebars (1 damaged, 3 healthy) running along its length. The simulation geometry for this procedure is shown in [Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}d, a linear x-ray source is incident from the top of the page, illuminating the concrete bar and a square detection array immersed in a coupling medium. [Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}e shows a zoomed in section of the simulation showing the damaged rebar. The damaged rebar could be well visualized with XACT ([Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}f) after subtraction of an image of healthy rebars.

It can be seen from [Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"} that XACT was able to identify defects in both rebar localization contexts and sub-pavement concrete imaging contexts. Tang et al. also performed simulations on a 1 m diameter bridge column model and showed that XACT can characterize defects in this sample using a circular detection array.

Having demonstrated XACT potential for imaging of bridges, pavement, and rebars, Tang et al. were able to demonstrate the versatility and feasibility of XACT applications in the imaging of infrastructure. As the XA signal propagates in all direction, XACT can conveniently provide x-ray absorption contrast imaging while requiring only single side access for infrastructure examination. Thus, a precedent has been set for XACT based NDT in a variety of large infrastructures.

4. Outlook {#sec0030}
==========

4.1. Potential of XACT {#sec0035}
----------------------

There are several key properties of XA signals that make them ideally suited for several different applications including but not limited to what has been explored in literature. A road map of these applications is provided in [Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}. There are four key properties that make an XA signal ideally suited for various applications, 1) The XA signal amplitude is directly proportional to x-ray absorber density, 2) the XA signal amplitude is directly proportional to the deposited x-ray dose, 3) the XA wave propagates in 3D regardless of angle of the geometry of the x-ray excitation beam, 4) the XA signal requires only a short pulse of x-ray excitation for efficient signal generation. In this section, we discuss how the various physical properties of XA signals are useful in different applications.Fig. 5Applications of XA Signal properties. Four key physical properties of the XA signal enable several research applications in Biomedicine and NDT.Fig. 5

The XA signal is proportional to the density of the absorber ([Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}, red), and therefore XACT imaging offers a potential method through which the density of materials and bones can be quantified in images. Areas of samples with higher density will in turn absorb more x-ray photons, and therefore produce strong X-ray signals. This means that, if desired, it is possible to achieve XACT imaging using density as a contrast mechanism, like dual energy CT for bone densitometry. This has important biomedical applications towards bone density mapping, as well as industrial applications for density determination and imaging of x-ray absorbing materials. However, quantitative imaging so far in XACT has not been achieved, as in the case of certain implementations of photoacoustic imaging (PAI) \[[@bib0330], [@bib0335], [@bib0340], [@bib0345]\]; the development of quantitative image reconstruction algorithms remains an important future goal.

XA signal amplitudes are directly proportional to the total x-ray dose deposited in the sample ([Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}, grey). In the case of clinical radiation therapy, this feature enables a potential method to monitor and image dose distributions in target organs. As the dose is proportional to the acoustic signal, a map of the initial pressure reveals the relative dose distribution in tissue, which can be cross referenced with the location of the target organ in order to confirm beam alignment and accurate dose delivery \[[@bib0105]\]. Therefore, even though XACT imaging systems ultimately detect ultrasound, they nevertheless can use X-ray absorption as a contrast mechanism. For this reason, XACT has useful applications in the monitoring of dose deposition in radiation therapy. Especially, XACT imaging does not perturb the radiation beam because the transducers are placed outside of the beam path, eliminating the need for perturbation correction factors required by many other dosimetry techniques. In more specialized contexts such as x-ray laser research \[[@bib0105]\], the XA signal produced from beams can allow for the fine visualization of x-ray laser beam profiles for the context of alignment and optimization, which can also be extended to clinical beam profiling and characterization.

XA waves are 3D in nature ([Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}, green), and propagate in all directions from the point of generation. This allows for the volumetric x-ray imaging of samples with a single projection angle of the x-ray excitation source. The dimensionality of the imaging is limited only by the arrangement of detectors as opposed to the excitation source illumination; a 3D detector can produce a 3D image. This feature of the XA signals is also taken advantage of in the context of NDT. X-ray imaging for NDT applications typically requires the placement of detectors in the x-ray path after interaction with the sample. However, for large objects (e.g. airplane wings, bridges), this may not be feasible as only a single side is accessible. Therefore, X-ray imaging of large objects often requires the dismantling of said objects for imaging. XACT offers a solution to this problem, as the XA signal propagates in 3D, access to a single side of the object is sufficient for imaging; the detector can be placed on the same side on which the x-ray is incident. The 3D nature of XA signals therefore enables fast and convenient 3D imaging of samples. The XA signal is inversely proportional to the square of the pulse width of the x-ray. It is also directly proportional to the deposited energy. This is an important feature for dose reduction in XACT imaging as compared to conventional CT ([Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}, blue). Whereas the pulse duration and energy deposited are linearly related, the generated signal is proportional to the inverse square of the pulse width. Any effect of decreasing the beam energy on signal generation can be compensated for by decreasing the pulse width. The quadratic nature of the pulse width allows for the dose of XACT to be substantially lower than the dose of conventional CT \[[@bib0090]\]. XACT application for breast imaging yields a theoretical dose of 0.35 mGy, which is orders of magnitude smaller than that of typical images from dedicated breast CT imaging \[[@bib0090]\]. Moreover, recent research has shown that more rapid dose delivery (corresponding to shorter pulse duration) has the benefit of being less harmful to healthy tissue, presenting yet another potential benefit of XACT to patients \[[@bib0350], [@bib0355], [@bib0360], [@bib0365], [@bib0370], [@bib0375], [@bib0380], [@bib0385], [@bib0390]\]. The pulse relationship to the signal generation efficiency is a crucial XA signal property through which low-dose CT imaging of breast and other organs can be performed, substantially lowering CT dose by using pulsed x-ray irradiation. Lastly, as in PAI, shorter pulse durations result in the generation of higher-frequency XA signals encoding higher resolution information.

The physical properties of XA signals have enabled several applications depending on the contexts in which the x-ray source and detector are deployed. The main applications so far are summarized in [Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}. The applications discussed in this letter range from biomedical applications and applications in NDT, ultimately these applications are driven by specific features of the physical XA signal.

4.2. Challenges and future: fundamental limits {#sec0040}
----------------------------------------------

There are three underlying principles of XACT that act as fundamental limits on the modality: the characteristics of the x-ray source, the XA signal propagation before detection, and the ultrasonic detector characteristics. These must all be carefully considered when designing an XACT imaging system.

The x-ray source characteristics have a major impact on two main imaging components: the imaging depth and the imaging resolution. The maximum achievable imaging depth will always be fundamentally constrained by the penetration of x-rays through the sample of interest, with higher energy x-rays typically having higher penetration and therefore imaging depth. This means that the x-ray wavelength (and therefore source) should be carefully chosen depending on the sample of interest. Electron dense materials such as metals will require higher energy x-rays, whereas biological materials will require lower energy x-rays. The penetration of x-rays must also be balanced with the absorption, as enough energy must be deposited into the sample to generate a strong XA signal. In the case of biomedical imaging, the x-ray energy should be balanced with the need to minimize dose to patients. As in PAI, there is a depth vs. resolution trade-off in XACT imaging, and therefore higher imaging depth typically comes at the cost of lower resolution and vice versa.

It is to be noted that the generation of XA waves is due to rapid changes in the illumination intensity, i.e. it is important to ensure that the temporal derivative of the x-ray intensity is maximized. In the case of Gaussian x-ray pulse sources, this amounts to keeping the pulse duration sufficiently short. As in PAI, higher XA frequencies are generated by shorter pulse durations, which correspond to higher imaging resolutions. Therefore, the x-ray pulse duration must be sufficiently short to generate signals in the frequency range that corresponds to the desired imaging resolution. Consequently, for both the purposes of SNR and resolution optimization, the pulse width of the x-ray source must be chosen very carefully depending on imaging goals.

The XA signal must be allowed to propagate through the sample and arrive at the detector with minimal attenuation. Ultimately this means that samples with large acoustic impedance variances will be very difficult to image in. However, so long as large parts of the sample are impedance matched (as is often the case when imaging soft tissue and samples in NDT), the x-ray signal should propagate with minimal scattering. This means that in contexts such as aircraft wing and concrete imaging for NDT, the irradiation area must be acoustically coupled with the detector, which is important to consider when planning the irradiation geometry and transducer placement. The XA signal is also subject to frequency attenuation (higher frequencies cannot travel as far in media) and amplitude attenuation as it propagates through the sample. As in PAI, higher XA frequencies are attenuated more than lower frequencies as they travel through the sample, which leads to the resolution-imaging depth trade-off in imaging. In order to minimize the effect of ultrasonic absorption and frequency attenuation, the distance between the transducer and source should be minimized. This is especially important when high-resolutions are desired.

Finally, as the signal propagates to the sensors, it must be strongly detected to be converted into a voltage. This places several fundamental limits on the sensors themselves which must be considered in all XACT implementations. The frequency response of the sensors must be well matched to the frequency spectrum of the arriving signal, otherwise sensitivity of the system and resolution of the reconstructed image will suffer.

4.3. Challenges and future: implementation {#sec0045}
------------------------------------------

There are several future research goals that have yet to be achieved towards biomedical and NDT oriented XACT. In this section we discuss some of the key engineering challenges left to overcome in XACT as well as future goals of the field.

It must be assured, when choosing a transducer and coupling material, that the ultrasonic signal has an impedance matched path to the transducer with minimal attenuation. Therefore, it is typically desirable to minimize the distance from the source and the transducer when seeking higher resolution and higher SNR. Additionally, the material of both the wiring and the transducer must be able to withstand longitudinal exposure to x-ray radiation. However, it not yet known how such exposure may affect ultrasonic equipment with high ionizing radiation doses present, and special consideration must be taken to ensure radiation endurance. It is important to investigate these potential effects and the need for shielding prior to clinical translation of XACT, this remains an open question currently. While there have not yet been any studies on the long-term transducer performance effects caused by exposure to pulsed x-ray radiation, it is a well documented phenomenon that x-ray radiation creates a temporary voltage rise immediately after firing \[[@bib0140]\]. It is currently believed that this temporary voltage transient is due to electrical noise caused by scattered x-rays producing a signal on the transducer surface. While the transient is large in amplitude and therefore has the potential to disrupt XACT signal collection, it is short lasting and can be removed from the signal by excluding data taken immediately (typically on the order of single $\mu s$) after the firing of the x-ray. Further investigation of the cause of this transient is also necessary to verify its cause.

Currently all research modelling XA signal propagation in tissue has been done through the k-wave MATLAB toolbox \[[@bib0130],[@bib0160],[@bib0310],[@bib0395],[@bib0400]\]. If X-ray absorption also needs to be modelled for complex geometries, then it is also important to note that separate Monte Carlo simulations will be necessary in order to accurately model the x-ray energy deposition in the sample.

XACT imaging dimensionality is largely dependent on the type of array that can be deployed. In general, at least a 2D array must be deployed in order to achieve 3D imaging without the need for scanning. The manufacture of such arrays is a major challenge in XACT, as the array must have the appropriate bandwidth, sensitivity, number of detectors, sampling rate, and directionality to detect the XA signal, which is typically very weak. Of these the most challenging part is the maximization of the number of detectors (and the accompanying high channel count). Additionally, auxiliary electronics (e.g. filters and amplifiers) must also be developed with the array to enable signal detection at suitable SNRs. This is one of the most important problems in XACT imaging today. So far, ring array based detection \[[@bib0405]\] has been demonstrated in XACT, albeit requiring extensive averaging (∼2000 times) in order to achieve strong SNRs, this system can be improved upon via the addition of a preamplification system in order to enable high SNR 2D XACT without the need for extensive averaging. Cup detectors and 3D arrays have not yet been successfully deployed for 3D XACT imaging, however manufacture of such arrays can borrow methodology already developed in the field of PAI \[[@bib0410], [@bib0415], [@bib0420], [@bib0425]\] in order to hasten 3D XACT imaging development. The development of appropriate arrays, amplification, and filtering systems for XACT is the most important engineering challenge in this field

Real-time imaging is one of the potential advantage of XACT over conventional CT imaging. This is because with a single pulse, XACT provides a 3D signal. Therefore it is possible to generate a 2D or 3D image with a single pulse, which speeds up data collection considerably. If the rapidly collected data can be combined with a fast reconstruction algorithm, then such an optimized XACT is capable of real-time imaging. The primary challenge to overcome in this context is the acquisition of a sufficiently high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) such that averaging of the XA signal is not necessary. For this to be achieved, the XA pulse must be well characterized to optimize filtering of detected signals, and amplification of multiple channels must be enabled to as to provide high SNR in all elements of an imaging array. The development of 3D image reconstruction algorithms specific to transducer array geometries is also necessary for the realization of fast 3D XACT imaging, specifically algorithms that can solve the limited view problem are of particular interest \[[@bib0105]\]. Studies so far have been limited to imaging using a single transducer scanned with a step motor or using an ultrasonic 2D ring array.

Quantitative imaging so far in XACT has not been achieved, as in the case of certain implementations of PAI \[[@bib0330], [@bib0335], [@bib0340]\]. Reconstruction algorithms specific to transducer and source geometry have the potential to yield detailed and accurate dose maps and radiation field characterization when coupled with experimental results \[[@bib0110],[@bib0430],[@bib0435]\], however the research in this area of XACT is still in its infancy. Recently, it has been suggested that the deployment of iterative reconstruction algorithms could enable absolute dosimetry in XACT \[[@bib0395]\], but research is ongoing.

The realization of a clinical XACT system is also an important milestone that has yet to be achieved \[[@bib0135],[@bib0400],[@bib0435], [@bib0440], [@bib0445],[@bib0445], [@bib0450], [@bib0455], [@bib0460]\]. There remain several topics on which more research is required as well as additional experimental milestones that much first be reached before this is a reality. Further research is needed on an x-ray source for the imaging of structures as small as microcalcifications, as current clinical Linacs typically operate at pulse widths in the microsecond range, too long for sub-mm resolutions. Additionally, it must be demonstrated that a strongly detectable XACT signal is possible from human tissue phantoms, whereas XA signals have been detected from medical Linacs from fat tissue, detection of XA waves in clinical settings has yet to be achieved \[[@bib0465]\].

Whereas simulations have been encouraging, the use of XACT in NDT is a young idea, with the first paper on the subject just released in 2018. The next step towards industrial employment of XACT for infrastructure defect detection is the experimental detection of an XA signal from a concrete sample. Research in obtaining empirical support for XACT NDT applications is ongoing. A suitable reconstruction algorithm will also need to be developed in addition to more accurate simulation software.

Currently, there is very little research on dedicated reconstruction modalities for XACT. The work that has been done so far typically implements time reversal reconstruction (assume acoustic homogeneity) using the k-wave toolbox, or uses filtered back-projection reconstruction algorithms \[[@bib0405],[@bib0435],[@bib0470]\]. Neither of these reconstruction methods account for acoustic heterogeneities, which presents a major challenge for XACT implementation in vivo. Fortunately, there is a wealth of research in solving these problems within the field of photoacoustics \[[@bib0475], [@bib0480], [@bib0485], [@bib0490], [@bib0495]\], and therefore there exist several methods from laser-induced PAI that could be borrowed in order to enable XACT image reconstruction in the presence of acoustic heterogeneities. The main challenge in heterogenous reconstruction is the lack of knowledge a priori of the sound speed distribution, and so the deployment of other imaging modalities (such as conventional ultrasound, conventional x-ray imaging) could be combined with XACT in contexts where this distribution is necessary to know. Additionally, there are families of algorithms that can account for heterogeneous reconstruction.

An especially promising algorithm family for translation from PAI to XACT is that of iterative reconstruction, which could enable 3D imaging while accounting for acoustic heterogeneities \[[@bib0475],[@bib0480]\]. Additionally, for extraction of information such as density and x-ray absorption coefficient, algorithms from quantitative PAI can be deployed \[[@bib0335],[@bib0500],[@bib0505]\], however more research about the specific implementation of these techniques to XACT is needed. The translation of these techniques from PAI to XACT is a direction of future research, and offers promise to solve the problems of both quantitative imaging as well as heterogeneity correction.

In summary, XACT remains a young field, but is currently in the process of experiencing a rapid growth in interest. Due to its versatile contrast mechanisms, combined with low-dose, fast, 3D imaging capabilities requiring single side access to the sample, XACT has the potential to revolutionize the use of x-rays in biomedicine and NDT. Though a relatively new field, interest in XACT as undergone an exponential increase in the past years. XACT imaging exploits the nature of XA signals, to enable multiple imaging setups for uses in broad applications. The future of XACT is bright as more applications continue to be studied through simulations and realized through experiments.
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